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It turns out that the BBC really does believe that God is an Englishman. When the simple
impossibility  of  the  official  story  on  the  Skripals  finally  overwhelmed  the  dramatists,  they
resorted  to  Divine  Intervention  for  an  explanation  –  as  propagandists  have  done  for
millennia.

This particular  piece of  script  from Episode 2 of  The Salisbury Poisonings deserves an
induction in the Propaganda Hall of Fame:

Porton Down Man: I’ve got the reports from the Bailey house

Public Health Woman: Tell me, how many hits?

Porton Down Man: It was found in almost every room of the house. Kitchen,
bathroom, living room, bedrooms. It was even on the light switches. We found
it in the family car too. But his wife and children haven’t been affected. I like to
think of myself as a man of science, but the only word for that is a miracle.

Well, it certainly would be a miracle that the family lived for a week in the house without
touching a light switch. But miracle is not really the “only word for that”. Nonsense is a good
word. Bullshit is a ruder version. Lie is entirely appropriate in these circumstances.

Because that was not the only miracle on display. We were told specifically that the Skripals
had trailed  novichok all  over  Zizzis  and the Bishops  Mill  pub,  leaving multiple  deadly
deposits, dozens of them in total, which miraculously nobody had touched. We were told
that  Detective  Bailey  was  found to  have left  multiple  deadly  deposits  of  novichok on
everything he touched in a busy police station, but over several days before it was closed
down nobody had touched any of them, which must be an even bigger miracle than the
Baileys’ home.

Perhaps even more amazingly, as the Skripals spread novichok all over the restaurant and
the pub, nobody who served them had been harmed, nobody who took their payment. The
man who went through Sergei’s wallet to learn his identity from his credit cards was not
poisoned.  The  people  giving  first  aid  were  not  poisoned.  The  ducks  Sergei  fed  were  not
poisoned. The little boy he fed the ducks with was not poisoned. So many miracles. If God
were not an Englishman, Salisbury would have been in real trouble, evidently.

The conclusion of  episode two showed Charlie  Rowley fishing out  the perfume bottle  from
the charity bin at least two months in the timeline before this really happened, thus neatly
sidestepping one of the most glaring impossibilities in the entire official story. I think we can
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forgive the BBC that lie – there are only so many instances of divine intervention in the story
the public can be expected to buy in one episode.

It  is  fascinating  to  see  that  the  construction  of  this  edifice  of  lies  was  a  joint  venture
between the BBC and the security services’ house journal, the Guardian. Not only is all
round  pro-war  propagandist  “Colonel”  Hamish  De  Bretton  Gordon  credited  as  Military
Advisor, but Guardian journalists Caroline Bannock and Steven Morris are credited as Script
Consultants, which I presume means they fed in the raw lies for the scriptwriters to shape
into miracles.

Now here is an interesting ethical point for readers of the Guardian. The Guardian published
in the last fortnight two articles by Morris and Bannock that purported to be reporting on the
production of the drama and its authenticity, without revealing to the readers that these full
time Guardian journalists were in fact a part of the BBC project. That is unethical and
unprofessional in a number of quite startling ways. But then it is the Guardian.

[Full  disclosure.  I  shared  a  flat  with  Caroline  at  university.  She  was  an  honest  person  in
those  days.]

Again, rather than pepper this article with links, I urge you to read this comprehensive
article, which contains plenty of links and remains entirely unanswered.
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